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Whether it's snowy, rainy, or sunny, readers can explore the natural world with Maisy and find out

how wonderful weather can be!What's the weather, Maisy? It's sunny â€” hooray! It's windy â€”

hooray! It's raining â€” hooray, hooray! Whatever the weather, Maisy knows how to make the best of

the day. Little fans will be proud to help with the forecast by pulling the tabs and turning the wheels

to make the rain come down, the snow fall, the lightning flash, and even a rainbow appear!
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What a great book! This is my 20 month old son's favorite book. He is really into weather, so it is

perfect. I agree that unless you have a child that is gentle with books, then it is a "read together"

book because he could easily rip off some of the moveable parts. But don't let that stop you - it's a

fun, bright and colorful book for boys or girls. The front cover has a moving dial and you can change

the weather that shows in the circle to a sunshine, rain cloud, rainbow, wind (shown by blowing

leaves), snow or lighting. Each page in the book is dedicated to a different type of weather.Pg 1: At

the start of the story, Maisy opens the curtains in her bedroom (with your help) to reveal a bright

sunny day with puffy white clouds and a bird singing.Pg 2: Sunny day. Maisy changes from her

regular clothes to a cute swimsuit by pulling the flap.Pg 3: Snowy day. Maisy is feeding the birds



outside and if you pull the flap the clouds let out a tumble of snow.Pg 4: Rainy day. Help Maisy jump

in the puddles with her flowered umbrella and yellow rainboots.Pg 5: Windy day. Turn the dial and

watch the wind blow leaves, Maisy's hat and kite.Pg 6: Stormy day. Maisy is sitting on the couch

with her panda and kitty, looking out the window at the rain. Pull the flap and "boom!" - the lighting

crashes down. Sound effect is provided by the reader of the story, of course.Pg 7: Rainbow day.

Maisy is dancing in the rain, and if you rotate this flap a beautiful rainbow and sunshine pop out.

This is the most colorful page in the book. The colors are listed on the left side of the page so you

can help your child learn the colors too.

The cover illustration says "Lift the flap fun." My 2-year-old LOVES Maisy AND flap books, so I

bought this. But it really has pull-tabs, which were immediately ripped apart because he doesn't

understand how they work yet. The recommended age for the book is 4-8, and I'd say that's about

right. Your child needs an understanding of pull-tabs or this book isn't much fun. Otherwise, the

illustrations and tabs are delightful.

My 3 year old really loved this. Was able to learn all the seasons plus thunder, wind, rainbows,

clouds, with this great book. She has not tired of it and enjoys pulling the tabs and even picked up

vocabulary

Wonderful, well designed, well thought out, children's book. VERY educational PLUS offers the

opportunity for quality time between parent or grandparent and child! I recommend this one over

"Maisy's Castle," also by Lucy Cousins. I felt that the Castle book would be destroyed too easily and

that the subject matter is not as educational as a book about weather.The fun and learning starts

with the cover of the book. In the ad image, do you see the SUN near the tip of Maisy's nose? There

is a wheel on the right edge of the cover. Move the wheel and the sun is replaced, in turn, by

virtually every common weather phenomenon: rain, snow, etc.Each page spread offers some

pop-up or other interactive movement and the opportunity to explore weather with your child or

grandchild.

My son loves maisy. This one is the best in the maisy series. The pull the tab and extra features are

not 'too much' like in some maisy books but just enough to excite the kids and for them to enjoy.

Plus, these features are really well designed and well made. Ideal age range would be 3-7, as

mentioned in the product details. The flaps and tabs may be too delicate and intricate for children



below 3.

Although the local bookstore doesn't carry Maisy (apparently her popularity waned), my 2 1/2 year

old adores the Maisy books, and this is no exception. This book teaches weather concepts with pull

tabs and spin wheels. Very engaging.The tabs and wheels, however, seem to be flimsy compared

to some other popup books; the rainbow wheel at the end in particular. But if a toddler will sit down

with a book and love the heck out of it, what's a few torn pages?!

This book is great for my just now 2 year old. The pictures are bright, the tabs and wheels are easy

for little hands to work, and he gets the concept of weather now BECAUSE of this FANTASTIC

book. LOVE it.

This is a very cute book. My 4 year old LOVES Maisy. He typically memorizes every Maisy book

that we get from the library in about a week! This one, with all of the moveable parts is easily a

favorite. His favorite page is the windy page where he gets to make Maisy's hat fly off. He giggles

about it every time!This is a book that I don't let 21 month old toddler play with unattended as I don't

think it would hold up to her "enthusiasm," but once the child learns to be gentle, it is fantastic fun!
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